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Do you feel like playing? Is Lady Luck on your side? If you want to roll the dice and take a chance, check out the lucky block mod for Minecraft 1.16.4. This mod adds - what else - a block of luck that can be discovered in the open. What's in this lucky block? Well, it's a mystery, of course! Some lucky blocks will have lots of rewards in
them, and will come to contain unpleasant payouts. Treasures, equipment and hard-to-find consumables can be found in these lucky blocks. They can be a great way to get an edge in the game, or simply be a useful bonus when discovered. On the other hand, the reward could easily throw a wrench into the player's game. Some nasty
payouts include crowds, explosives or an anvil falling on the player's head. On the more neutral side, a block of luck can build a structure, such as a well or even a building. What sets version 1.8 apart from the others is the amount of customization added. For starters, players can create a block of luck for themselves. These require a
decent amount of gold to create, similar to the way poker chips are used as a gaming table. Sure, it's a little expensive, but that's part of the excitement. To add to these customization features, players can now adjust the lucky look to a lucky block. By adding certain features, players have some control over the type of payout a lucky block
will have. By adding diamonds and emeralds to a lucky block at a breeding table, players can adjust their lucky block to have a much greater chance of a beautiful reward. On the other hand, players can also add spider eyes and pufferfish to induce the lucky block to have a more sinister payout. This feature is great for creating custom
game modes, setting up surprises on a server or simply trying to get some extravagant payouts. For those familiar with the modding scene, Lucky Block Mod allows add-ons to be made by creators. Essentially, an add-on is an addition made by the creator to allow Lucky Block to have different features. Lucky Block also allows
configuration. Simply put, if you're someone who's familiar with what setup means in terms of Minecraft modding, this feature is for you. If you are simply looking to try the Lucky Block mod without getting into anything technical, this feature may not pique your interest. Finally, lucky block's newest update added a giant block of luck. If
you're wondering what a giant block of luck is, maybe it's best to save the surprise and check it out yourself! As with all the lucky blocks that this mod has to offer, it will surely surprise you. So if you like surprises and want to shake your Minecraft experience with something that is guaranteed to surprise you, Block mod is worth checking
out. Lucky Block Mod features Add-ons are user additions to Lucky Block. They add new types of Lucky Blocks with different characteristics. The latest version fully supports add-ons and provides a complete Lucky Block Block folder If the add-on supports the latest version, just put it in that folder. Lucky Block can be configured using the
.minecraft/config/lucky_block/X-X-X version files. See the documentation for configuration instructions. Everything you need to know about the lucky block configuration system can be found in the documentation. This can be seen on the official website. Please report any errors in the documentation. Tips: How to install Lucky Block Mod?
All you do is download the Minecraft Forge and install it first. Now you need to download the lucky block mod; the download links are below this text. Move the .jar downloaded to the mods folder. That was it! Home » Minecraft Mods » Lucky Block Mod for Minecraft 1.16.4/1.15.2/1.13.2/1.12.2 18.06.2020 Exotic Blocks for Minecraft is an
interesting adventure that promises to be not only attractive, but also fascinating. As the title suggests, these are exotic blocks that will have a futuristic orientation. Of course, at first, it may seem that they are quite strange and not so familiar, but do not rush to conclusions as such blocks can be useful as good decorative design elements.
It remains only to be attentive to this direction and try to actively use any of its construction opportunities. As for us, we can only wish good luck and good humor. How to install the modification: First step: download and install FABRIC AND FABRIC API. Step two: download the mod file. Step three: copy the exotic blocks mod pack to the
.minecraft/mods folder (if it doesn't exist, install Forge again or create it yourself). Download Here is a mod that is perfect for all the players out there. The lucky block mod adds only a single item to Minecraft – Lucky Block. This looks a lot like normal coin blocks from Super Mario Bros. games. but when you break it, you'll probably get a lot
more than you expected. Although you can get some gold ingots, pretty much the minecraft equivalent of mario bros. coins, you could get a lot more. Or something you don't want. That's what makes this mod so fun! You never know w hat you'll get up to break the block, and then there's nothing else for you to do about it. There are 100
different possibilities, from spawning a wishing pit where you are standing to be hit with a negative splash poison that poisons, damages, blinds and harms your character. One of the worst things you can get is an Ender Dragon (yes, even in the normal world) and one of the best things you can get is a lot of coal, iron, gold, diamonds and
most valuable items. The Lucky Block mod features many amazing effects, but as some of the results of breaking the block can be so damaging, you'll want to back up your world before trying this mod. How to install Lucky Block Mod? Download and install the recommended Minecraft fake for your minecraft version. Download the mod
version more for your minecraft version. Put the file .jar into folder mods of your Minecraft installation. Home » Minecraft Mods » Lucky Block Mod 1.16.4/1.15.2 (Thousands of Random Possibilities) Author: Player In Distress ❘ November 9, 2020 ❘ 5,988,656 Lucky Block Mod 1.16.4/1.15.2 views just add a block, but over a hundred
possibilities for Minecraft. Just mine the Lucky Block, cross your fingers, and hope it will drop the items you need. But now, with this new version, you can expect more than just items. The Lucky mod block can generate animals, monsters, other entities and even structures. From giants to fireworks, sticks to diamonds, the Lucky Block will
give you an exciting experience every time you mine. Gold. Think about it, there's not much use for it really. There's no point in wasting your gold on tools, swords and armor. How many watches do you need when you can just look at the sun. And if you need gold nuggets to make potions, all it takes is a gold ingot and you already have
nine. Would you like there to be better things to do with your gold? Or maybe if you could trade it for something else? Now there's a block that makes gold worth mining. It is called the Lucky Block, and can be created with 4 gold ingots and a dropper, and can also be found naturally in your world. When you mine this block you will have an
equal chance of dropping items, sows from entities or structures. Features: Lucky blocks can get different 'lucky levels' if you put them on a breeding table with certain items. The Luck of a lucky block is diffused as a bar from 0 to 100. The higher the level of luck, the more likely the lucky pack will give you something good. Luck levels can
also be negative, from 0 to -100. Negative levels of luck make the lucky blocks have had no luck. There are 3 Lucky Blocks in the creative inventory. One is normal, one has a lucky level of 80 and a -80. Only lucky blocks with a lucky level of 0 can be stacked. The list of items that affect the level of luck is in 'Crafting'. Generation Lucky
blocks can now also generate within custom structures. The current structures are a Greek temple quartz structure and a wreck of bricks and netherrack stomes. Lucky blocks in the temple will have a lucky level between 50 and 100, but in the wreckage is -50 to -100. By default, there is a 50/50 chance of a lucky block coming up on its
own or in a structure. Lucky Blocks on its own has a lucky level of -20 to 20. Spawnrate back to 1 in 200 per piece. Drops Added 100 new drops. A temple with 8 Luckly Blocks (rare). 2 Lucky Blocks. A lucky one. No, no, Choose wisely. A lot of different types of fish, with a fishing rod. A villager riding on top of a pile of pigs. Horses. A
meaningless silly message about serious danger and mushrooms. Other Features 3 desiring well structures. Flip a coin, see which one you win with. Three negotiating villagers. They will offer you all the lucky tools/armor/weapons at a reasonable price. Giant sly! Higher than the trees! Sometimes even a Magma Cube. Luck potion with
with positive effects. Unlucky splash potion with random negative effects. Domesticated wolves with different color necklaces. Domesticated cats, with skin of different color. Horrified! It's a Ghast. A witch among a cloud of bats. Beautiful bouquet of flowers. A lot of enchantment books. Some useless, random and hopefully humorous jokes.
Screenshots: Drop a huge variety of items Spawn mobs Spawn other entities (Like Fireworks) Make Structures (What Could Be Above You?) Make a wish and toss the coin! Unique wolves with different color necklaces! I bet you didn't know they could grow up that big... Creation Recipes: This is the default lucky block. With certain items,
the value of luck can be changed. Generally speaking, valuable items like diamonds and emeralds will increase the amount of luck, while less valuable items like spider eyes decrease the block's amount of luck. Objects from the above-mentioned block-shaped item will greatly increase the block's luck value. Higher lucky values increase
the chances of getting better item falls. Lower luck values increase the shift to bad falls or for death traps to stifer. Lucky values range from -100 (bad luck) to 0 (intermediate value) to 100 (very lucky). List of items that can modify the lucky value for the block: Any of the following blocks can be added to the Lucky Block to make you luckier:
Diamond: 12 Diamond Block:1,000,000 Emerald Block: 80 Gold Ingot : 6 Iron Ingot Gold Block60: 3 Iron Block: 30 Golden Apple: 40 Enchanted Golden Apple: 100 Nether Star: 100 Any of the following can be added to the Lucky Pack to make you unluckier : Rotten Meat; -5 Spider's Eye: -10 Fermented Spider's Eye: -20 Poisonous
Potato: -10 Puffer Fish: -20 The lucky value of the blocks is only known if the block is in the inventory. So there's a new way to troll friends or play a fun mini-game if the blocks are strategically placed. Natural Generation: Lucky Blocks can be found in quartz or lower structures. If found in a lower structure, the block can have -50 to -100
lucky. If found in a quartz structure, the pack can be 50 to 100 lucky. These structures sane in the world in a random location or a structure. In some cases, these drops can be beneficial, but other times they can be harmful, depending on the structure. If there is no structure, then the lucky value of the lucky block is at 0; therefore, useful
items may fall, or a dangerous situation may occur. Drops: The drop list is extensive and constantly changing. In general, the common items generated are: valuable items (iron, emeralds, diamonds), an enchanted lucky set (armor, tools, weapons), mobs (Mr. Rainbow sheep, giants, spiders), structures (pyramids of lucky blocks, traps of
the stained clay tower, lucky block wishing well), explosions and lava holes. Other Creation Recipes: Requires: Minecraft Forge How to Install: Make sure you've already installed Minecraft Forge. Find the minecraft app folder. In open windows Run from the home menu, type type and click Run. In the mac open finder, hold alt and click Go
and library in the top menu bar. Open the app support folder and look for minecraft. Put the mod you just downloaded (.jar) in the Mods folder. When you start Minecraft and click the mods button, you should now see that the mod is installed. Lucky Block Mod 1.16.4/1.15.2 Download Links: For Minecraft 1.6.4 Server Download 1 - Server
Download 2 For Minecraft 1.7.2 Server Download 1 - Server Download 2 For Minecraft 1.7.10 Server Download 11 - Server Download 2 - Server Download 3 For Minecraft 1.8.0 Server Download 1 - Server Download 2 - Server Download 3 For Minecraft 1.8.9 Server Download 1 - Server Download 2 - Server Download 3 To Minecraft
1.9.0 Server Download 1 1 - Server Download 2 - Server Download 3 For Minecraft 1.9.4 Server Download 1 - Server Download 2 - Server Download 3 For Minecraft 1.10.2 Server Download 1 - Server Download 2 - Server Download 3 For Minecraft 1.11.2/1.11 Server Download 1 - Server Download 2 - Server Download 3 For Minecraft
1.12.1/1.12 Server Download 1 - Server Download 2 - Server Download 3 For Minecraft 1.12.2 Server Download 1 - Server Download 2 - Server Download 3 For Minecraft 1.13.2 Server Download 1 - Server Download 2 - Server Download 3 For Minecraft 1.14.3 Server Download 1 - Server Download 2 - Server Download 3 To Minecraft
1.14.4 Server Download 1 - Server Download 2 - Server Download 3 For Minecraft 1.15.1 Server Download 1 - Server Download 2 - Server Download 3 For Minecraft 1.15.2 Server Download 1 - Server Download 2 - Server Download 3 To Minecraft 1.16.1 Server Download 1 - Server Download 2 - Server Download 3 - Server Download
3 To Minecraft 1.16.4 Server Download 1 - Server Download 2 - Server Download 3 3
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